New formulations from Nature Safe

Nature Safe natural and organic fertilizers introduce two new formulations, 20-1-5 and 13-0-11 with Polyon, designed to bring Nature Safe’s nutritional and environmental benefits to every part of the golf course. The new blends combine organic nutrition and fertility efficiency of Nature Safe with the 100-percent controlled release and sustained slow-release nitrogen of Polyon’s patented, reactive layer coating process. The 20-1-5 emphasizes cost-effective fairway, tees and rough application opportunities, while the 13-0-11 formulation also provides a quality 1:1 ratio product ideal for markets that restrict phosphate applications. Additionally, they are available in course and fine grades, allowing them to respond to fairways with reduced mowing heights and tighter turf canopies.

Curlex offers erosion protection

For long-term protection against erosion when erosion control blankets and vegetation alone are not sufficient, the American Excelsior Co. introduces its Curlex Enforcer bio-composite reinforcement matting. American Excelsior’s Enforcer combines the permanence of two layers of heavy-duty synthetic netting with the company’s unique Curlex aspen excelsior fiber to form a three-dimensional matrix. This stitched composite provides the benefits of long-term erosion protection, in addition to providing the ideal micro-climate for seed germination and the establishment of vegetation.

Jacklin introduces hardy Triplet fescue

Triplet, a new turf-type tall fescue blend from Jacklin Seed/Simplot Turf & Horticulture, has genetic characteristics that make it ideal for high-traffic areas. A semi-open canopy helps Triplet stand up to drought, heat and close mowing. Additionally, it helps improve its resistance to such diseases as brown patch and net blotch. Dense and medium-textured, each variety in the Triplet blend has been selected for its improved genetic characteristics and has met standards higher than certified seed.

Give them the green carpet treatment.

Your golfers and grounds crew deserve the very best. And that’s exactly what they’ll get with the Jacobsen® LF family of fairway mowers. Whether you’re preparing for a major tournament or daily golf, Jacobsen fairway mowers deliver a carpet-like finish for your golfers with the most advanced cutting reels in the industry. And your crew will love the smooth ride, advanced controls, easy servicing and reliable performance that put other mowers to shame. With a patented turf conditioner and our exclusive FlashAttach™ mounting system, Jacobsen is the only name you need to know.

When it’s your reputation on the line, no other fairway mower delivers the exact cut and dependable performance quite like a Jacobsen. Call 1-888-922-TURF and treat your V.I.P.s to the very best.
Cub Cadet's 4x4 eases snow removal

Cub Cadet introduces the new 4x4 Snow Thrower with an exclusive 4-wheel drive system. The Cub Cadet 4x4 features a Regency OHV engine and includes fingertip-controlled power steering, heated hand grips and single-handed operation that frees the left hand to operate the 4x4's electric chute rotation.
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Terrators from Terracare

Terracare Products Co. introduces the Terrators, T60 and T-36 aerators. Both models are equipped with 12 times per-disc. T-36 has ten discs and T-60 has 16, allowing for deeper penetration with less weight and reduced maintenance cost. The aerating width of T-36 is 36 inches and the aerating width of T-60 is 60 inches.
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Gravely's new Z-machines

Gravely announces two new Z-machines, the 250Z and the 270Z, to its zero-turn product line. The 250Z is a zero-maintenance machine with features such as maintenance-free XL spindles that are guaranteed not to need greasing or replacement for two years and stay-sharp tungsten-carbide-coated blades that are designed to stay sharp longer. The Gravely Air Flo 5-inch deck has been designed to allow maximum airflow through an innovative cutting chamber and 21-inch-wide discharge tunnel. A hydraulic deck height control changes the deck height between one and five inches while 360-degree pivoting anti-scalp rollers prevent turf scalping in any direction.

The Gravely 250Z features a 20-hp Briggs and Stratton Vanguard engine and will mow at speeds up to 9 mph. The top of the line Z-machine, the 270Z, features a 20-hp Yanmar liquid-cooled diesel engine and 54-, 60- or 72-inch Air Flo deck.
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Shred it and forget it with Royer's 120

Royer Industries' shredder-mixer Model 120 turns otherwise useless debris into valuable top dressing while accumulating unwanted rubble into a separately controlled trash pile. When the shredders are used in conjunction with the Royer Model 42 power screener, the final product is a super fine, trash-free top soil which is ideal for most turfgrass growing and maintenance applications. All models are easily transportable and can handle almost any soil type.
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More uses for Fungo

The Scotts Company announces a new use for its Fungo 50 and Fungo Flo sprayable fungicides. Usage instructions have been added for the disease gray leaf spot on turf. Thiophanate-methyl, the active ingredient in Fungo 50 and Fungo Flo, has been shown to be an effective treatment for this disease.
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GREEN-RELEAF

YOU KNEW GREEN-RELEAF® as pioneers in the use of beneficial microbes to improve the health and stress resistance of turf grasses.

DID YOU KNOW that GREEN-RELEAF products are now backed by Sybron Biochemicals, a world leader in the development of microbial solutions for environmental applications for over 30 years?

Now the expertise of 20 scientists, patented inputs, breakthrough technology such as genetic fingerprinting, and ISO 9002 certified manufacturing are taking innovative GREEN-RELEAF products to an even higher level of performance, reliability and safety.

Only GREEN-RELEAF by Sybron can bring you indigenous microbial strains that are selected for their specific turf benefits, formulated into safe, stable products, and proven in university studies and over 2,300 golf courses around the world. Unlike chemical regimes, GREEN-RELEAF is self regulating, providing you with an extra measure of assurance for healthy, luxurious greens, tees and fairways.

Mark our words: microbial inoculation is the most effective it can be as well as the safest it can be when it's GREEN-RELEAF by Sybron.

TO KNOW MORE, call 1-800-788-9886 or visit our website at www.green-releaf.com

Sybron Biochemical • 111 Kelsey Mill Road • Salem, VA 24153
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